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Right: Chef Ethan Rodgers, from the town of 
Cirencester in England, prepares to bite into the 
enormous sandwich he created. 
Below: The staff at the Corn Hall Deli 
demonstrate the massive size of the “Back to 
Work Baguette”.

Chef serves a giant sandwich for friends to enjoy while 
maintaining social distancing guidelines

Clever chef Ethan Rodgers has come 
up with a unique lunchtime meal 
for people to enjoy during the 

COVID-19 crisis.

 Measuring two metres in length, the 
massive bacon and sausage baguette is 
now being sold for about $35. Ethan calls 
it his “Back to Work Baguette” sandwich. 
He created it with the help of a butcher 
shop, a bakery, a delicatessen, and a 
restaurant in the town of Cirencester, in 
Gloucestershire, England. The sandwich 
is meant to be shared by two people while 
still following social distancing guidelines. 

 The COVID-19 crisis has affected 
restaurants all around the world, many of 
which have closed down because people 
are not permitted to gather in public. Some 
restaurants are offering take-out and 
delivery service in order to stay open and 
to keep their regular customers returning. 
For making a sandwich that can be shared 
at a distance, Ethan has been praised for 
his extra creativity and for his good sense 
of humour. 
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Weird and wonderful words: Summertime word origins

First appearing in English 
around 1555, this word 
comes from the Spanish 

word canoa, a term used by 
Christopher Columbus to describe 
the boats of the Arawakan people of 
Haiti. The Arawakan people called 
them canaoua. Today, the word 
“canoe” can be used to describe 
any small, light, uncovered boat 
that is pointed at both ends and 
pushed forward through the water 
using a paddle.

This expression is a 
translation from the Latin 
dies caniculares. Sirius, 

known as the “dog star” by the 
ancient Greeks and Romans, 
would rise over the horizon 
every year at the hottest time 
of the Mediterranean summer, 
usually between July 3 and 
August 11. The expression 
“dog days” is still used to 
describe the hottest, most 
humid, and uncomfortable 
days of summer. 

Aboriginal people from 
around the Caribbean 
had similar words to 

describe a wooden or metal 
framework used for curing or 
cooking meats. In Haiti, it was 
called a barbacòa. The Spanish 
adopted the Haitian word and 
it made its way into the English 
language in 1733, where the 
word “barbecue” began to be 
used to describe an open-air, 
social gathering where food is 
grilled on an open flame.

This word comes 
from the Old English 
word, haligdæg, a 

combination of the words 
halig (meaning “holy”) and 
dæg (which means “day”). 
The word “holiday” was first 
used in the 1500s to describe 
both a religious festival and 
a day of recreation. Today, 
the word is used to describe 
a vacation or time off from 
work or school.

canoe

barbecue

holiday

dog days
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Match each colour with only one of the given words to create a 
common expression. Do you know what each expression means? 
Choose from the following words for your answers:

jeans; thumb; lie; flag; peel; 
matter; fever; spoon; market; rush

Activity: "Colourful" expressions

1) green ____________

2) gold ____________

3) red ____________

4) black ____________

5) orange ____________

6) silver ____________

7) blue ____________

8) yellow ____________

9) white ____________

10) gray ____________

In grammar, an adjective is a word whose role is to modify a noun or pronoun. 
An adjective gives more information about what the noun or pronoun refers 
to. This activity is designed to help you recognize adjectives and build your 

vocabulary. To play the game, follow these instructions:

•	 Gather	 a	 group	 of	 people	 on	 an	 online	meeting	 platform	 (such	 as	 Zoom,	
Discord, Microsoft Teams, or Google hangouts), and decide who is going to 
start the game.

•	 The	first	person	takes	their	turn,	and	starts	by	saying	an	adjective.	For	example,	
they might say "lazy."

•	 The	second	player	says	another	adjective	that	begins	with	the	last	letter	of	the	
word said by the first player. For example, if the first player said "lazy," then 
the last letter is "Y". The second player could say "yellow" as their adjective.

•	 The	third	player	continues	by	giving	another	adjective	that	begins	with	the	
last letter of the word used by the second player. For example, if the second 
player said "yellow," then the last letter is "W", so the third player might say 
"warm."

•	 Continue	until	somebody	can't	think	of	an	adjective,	or	if	they	accidentally	
give a noun or a verb instead of an adjective. You can then start over again. 

•	 You	can	also	play	this	game	using	nouns,	verbs,	or	other	parts	of	speech.

Group activity: "Adjective Objective" Summer Words

Compound words are made when 
two words that can stand alone 
are joined to make a new word 

with a different meaning. When you spell 
a compound word, you just put the two 
parts together. Connect the words in the 
two columns below to make compound 
words. The new words all relate to 
summer. We’ve done the first one to get 
you started.

1) soft

2) water

3) play

4) sea

5) sail

6) sand

7) lawn

8) side

9) ball

10) sun

ground

walk

ball

mower

box

shore

boat

tan

fall

game

You pick the topic!

If you have an opinion about something, 
or if you want to discuss an issue that 
is important to you, share it with our 

readers! It can be any subject you wish, as 
long as it is in good taste and appropriate 
for all ages to read. Send us your ideas 
and opinions, and we will publish as 
many as we can, depending on the space 
available. Please send your opinions to: 

info@yournews.ca
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Online learning during the COVID-19 crisis

The Khan Academy helps 
millions of students around the 
world by providing free online 
lessons in many school subjects

Several years ago, Salman Khan began to tutor his younger cousin 
Nadia in mathematics. Since he lived and worked in Boston and 
she lived in New Orleans, they used simple video-conferencing 

software to communicate over the      1      . When other relatives 
and friends started asking for help, Salman decided that it would be 
more practical if he recorded his math      2       on video and display 
them on YouTube, the popular video-sharing website.
 Soon his tutorials started to be seen by hundreds, then       3       of 
people. His videos became very popular because they were very good 
at helping students understand math. Salman started getting many 
requests for more tutorials on different academic subjects, which he 
would create in his spare       4      .
 In 2006, Salman started his own website to organize the videos 
and distribute them all over the Internet for free. He called the 
website the Khan Academy. Today, the website has more than 9000 
videos teaching mathematics, history, finance, physics, chemistry, 
biology, astronomy, economics — nearly every academic discipline 
is represented. The videos have been translated into 65 languages.

Making complicated subjects easier to understand
	 You	 never	 see	 an	 instructor's	 face	 in	 any	 of	 the	 video	 lessons,	
which are all around ten minutes long. Instead, you hear a voice 
as though the teacher is sitting next to you, and you see only what  
the      5       draws or writes on a virtual chalkboard. Students can start 
and	stop	the	lessons	at	their	own	pace,	or	review	a	part	they	don't	quite	
understand. The videos are so successful because they provide simple 
and straightforward explanations for      6       subjects. 
 The Khan Academy also provides a web-based exercise system that 
generates problems for students to solve based on their skill level 
and performance in different subjects. Salman believes his academy  
could      7       the traditional classroom by using software to create 
tests, grade assignments, highlight the challenges of certain students, 
and encourage those who are doing well to help other       8       who 
may be struggling.  
	 Salman's	long-term	goal	is	to	provide	thousands	of	videos	on	nearly	
every subject. He wants to create the world’s first free, virtual school 
where anyone can learn anything. You can visit the website at: 

www.khanacademy.org

Make sense of this story about the Khan Academy by 
putting these words where they belong: 

 classmates; complicated; Internet; improve; 
lessons; teacher; time; thousands. 

1) __________________

2) __________________

3) __________________

4) __________________

5) __________________

6) __________________

7) __________________

8) __________________
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Annual idiom review

1) “If I let my dog loose in the backyard, 
he’ll probably try to escape.”

 _____________________________________

2) "I have been feeling sick for the last 
few days."

 ____________________________________

3) "Bill’s grandfather, may he be free 
from pain and suffering, did not 
survive the Second World War."

 ____________________________________  

4) "Rob was really excited to see his 
favourite band."

 ____________________________________

5)  "At the very last moment our project 
was cancelled, and we were assigned 
new tasks."

 _____________________________________

6) "When they finally got together they 
seemed like a perfect couple."

 _____________________________________

7) "Getting my brother to admit he was 
wrong was very difficult."

  
____________________________________

8) "When Belinda showed up with her new 
boyfriend, Fred was very jealous."

 _____________________________________

9) "If a person doesn’t want to get treated 
the same way they treat others; 
he or she shouldn’t speak badly about 
other people."

 _____________________________________

Choose from these 

expressions for your answers:

"rest in peace"

"like pulling teeth"

"taste one’s own medicine"

"a match made in heaven"

"green with envy"

"make a run for it"

"jazzed up" 

"eleventh hour"

"under the weather"

Do you remember these weird and wonderful words?
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Summer is coming, and it’s a time when 
millions of Canadians head out on the 
water in their boats and recreational 

watercraft. Even though the weather may 
be warmer, the water may be much colder 
than it seems, posing a great danger to 
boaters who fall into it.

  Many people think that falling into the 
water is not very dangerous. They think 
they can climb back onto the dock or swim 
to shore, or even flip their capsized boat 
back over. If the boat is too large or heavy 
to right, they can use their lifejacket and 
hold onto the boat until help arrives. In 
reality, when a boater falls into cold water 
those goals are often impossible.

Exposure to cold water 
can be deadly
  A person who falls into cold water has 
one minute to get their breathing under 
control, as the shock of being immersed in 
cold water causes them to gasp and breathe 
very rapidly. People have about ten minutes 
of movement before the muscles in their 
arms and legs lose their effectiveness, and 
they are too tired to swim. If you’re not 
wearing a lifejacket and survive the initial 
shock of falling into the cold water, you 
have very little time before your arms and 
legs begin to stop functioning, preventing 
you from staying  afloat.

  Studies have shown that our bodies lose 
heat approximately 25 times faster in water 
than in air of the same temperature. If you 
are wearing thermal protection such as 
a neoprene wetsuit, it will help keep you 
warmer for a  greater length of time.  

What to do in a 
boating emergency
 Should your boat capsize and you find 
yourself in the water, try to reduce the 
rate of heat loss by climbing onto the 
overturned hull or any other floating object 
such as a cooler. If none are immediately 
available, remain as motionless as possible 

to allow your skin to warm a thin layer of 
water around your body. Thrashing in the 
water disturbs this layer of warmer water 
and accelerates  heat loss.  If you are alone, 
tuck your legs and fold your arms across 
your chest to protect your vital organs and 

keep them warm.  If you are with others, 
huddle together connecting your arms and 
legs and press your torsos together to 
preserve body  heat. Never try to swim to 
the	 shore,	 unless	 it	 isn't	 far	 and	 you	 are	
wearing a lifejacket.

Express yourself: lifejackets
With a partner or in a small group, please discuss (in 
English) the following topic:

•	Do you always wear a lifejacket when you go 
boating, or are there times when you don't 
wear one? 

Please remember to give reasons for your answers. 
There are no incorrect answers. 

Vocabulary 
capsize – to cause a boat to turn upside-down on the water

right – to turn a capsized boat back over again

immerse – to put or throw something into water

thermal – relating or associated with heat; something designed to 
retain heat

hull – the frame or body of a boat

thrashing – making rapid, violent body movements

huddle – to bring people together in a close group

Safe boating 
practices can 
save lives
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Read the descriptions below, then match 
them to the pictures on the right side of 
the page:

1) You use a special paddle with blades on 
both ends to propel this one-person vehicle 
through the water:

 __________________________________________

2)  This water vehicle can travel very quickly: 

 __________________________________________

3) This small motorized recreational vehicle 
looks a bit like a snowmobile that travels on 
water: 

 __________________________________________

4) This is a combination between a surf board 
and a sailboat:

 __________________________________________

5) You can live on this watercraft, as though it 
were a home:

  _________________________________________

6) This unpowered vehicle is usually towed by 
another boat, and is used to carry heavy 
loads down canals and rivers: 

 __________________________________________

7) Sitting facing the back of the boat, you use 
two oars to move through the water:   

 __________________________________________

8) You must fill these simple boats up with air 
to make them float:

 _________________________________________

9) This special sailboat floats on two hulls that 
are placed side by side:

 _________________________________________

10) This kind of boat is long and thin, and 
can be carried easily. It played a big role in 
Canadian history:

 
_________________________________________

Summertime word find

F) Inflatable Raft

A) Rowboat
B) Canoe

C) Catamaran

D) Personal 
watercraft

G) Windsurfer

I) Barge

E) Speedboat

H) Kayak

Water Vehicle Match-Up

J) Houseboat

al
l 

p
h

o
to

s:
 i

st
o

ck
.c

o
m

How many words can you find around the 
campers? Start at the top, then go to the right. 
Don't	 skip	 any	 letters.	 Some	 long	words	have	

shorter words within them. There are at least 39 words in 
all.	Look	for	the	answers	in	next	September's	edition	of 
Your News. picnicam

pingam
esoftballifeguardiv

es
w

im
su

m
m

eraftri
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Games and Puzzles
Puzzle pages by Helen Stockton

Sports equipment

All the words listed below appear in the puzzle. They may be written 
up, down, across, diagonally, or backwards. When you find a hidden 
word, circle its letters, then cross it off the list. (Some letters may be 

used	twice.)	We've	found	a	word	to	start	you	off.	After	you've	found	all	the	
hidden words, there will be a few uncircled letters left over. These leftover 
letters form a secret word. Can you find out what that word is? Look for the 
answer	in	next	month's	issue.

bat; ball; board; boots; broom; canoe; cap; cleats; clubs; 
glove; helmet; kayak; mask; mitt; net; oar; pads; poles; 
puck; racket; reel; rod; rope; skates; skis; stick; tackle; tee.  

L
D
R
A
O
B
O
O
T
S

E
E
D
O
C
L
E
A
T
S

E
V
O
L
G
T
E
I
O
M

R
H
R
N
T
E
C
P
A
O

T
S
E
T
A
K
S
S
O
O

E
E
I
T
A
C
K
L
E
R

M
M
E
Y
L
A
I
C
A
B

L
N
A
U
L
R
S
O
U
P

E
K
B
P
A
C
S
D
A
P

H
S
T
A
B
P
O
L
E
S

This month's secret word is:  ___ ___ ___ ___

Parts of Speech

Each of the words below is either a noun (the name of a person, place or thing), an adjective 
(a word that describes a person, place, or thing), or a verb (an action word). Place each word 
in their proper category.

brave, captain, cheerful, choose, delightful, draw, free, joyful,
laughing, mayor, microscope, money, newsworthy, photograph,

prefer, renew, relax, shaking, sunset, valuable, zoo.

Build a word

How many 

words of two 

or more letters 

can you build from the 

letters in this word?

GLOVE
You	 don't	 have	 to	 use	
every letter. You may 
use the letters in any 
order. You may also use 
the same letter more 
than once. We found 
at least 19 words that 
were not proper names. 
How about you?

Letters used instead 
of words

These common abbreviations are used 
in everyday speech. Write the definition 
for each abbreviation listed below: 

1) TLC  ____________________________

2) CBC  ____________________________

3) CPR  ____________________________

4) WWW  ____________________________

5) COD  ____________________________

6) GST  ____________________________

7) USA  ____________________________

8) SPCA  ____________________________

9) CD  ____________________________

10) NHL  ____________________________

11) POW  ____________________________

12) RCMP  ____________________________

Choose from the following answers:

Canadian Broadcasting Corporation; cardio-
pulmonary resuscitation; cash on delivery; 
compact disc; Goods and Services Tax; National 
Hockey League; prisoner of war; Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police; Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals; tender loving care; United 
States of America; World Wide Web.

Nouns
1) ____________________

2) ____________________

3) ____________________

4) ____________________

5) ____________________

6) ____________________

7) ____________________

Adjectives
8) ____________________

9) ____________________

10) ___________________

11) ___________________

12) ___________________

13) ___________________

14) ___________________

Verbs
15) ___________________

16) ___________________

17) ___________________

18) ___________________

19) ___________________

20) ___________________

21) ___________________
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June CrosswordPlease Note: this puzzle is the copyright of Your News. 
It may not be reproduced by any means whatsoever.

A.C., A.M., ad, aid, art, atlas, bad, break, cat, cried, ct., dad, dam, day, die, dry, ear, end, era, 
evade, fa, freed, fry, fun, fur, G.E., games, gas, gum, has, hat, he, herb, hope, hour, is, lab, label, 
led, limo, mail, mar, March, mat, mayor, me, moose, mug, mutes, nears, omen, org., organ, out, 
owe, own, P.E., pay, petal, quiet, raw, re, rue, sea, seven, sham, sleet, sue, sum, T.D., T.V., table, 
tam, taxed, tea, tease, teens, ti, try, U.N., verb, wages, war, waver, wax, we, years, yes.

Choose from these words for your answer:

(Advanced students: Cut out this box to make the puzzle more challenging)!

18) whole number before eight
19) organ of hearing
20) clothing worn on the head
21) frozen rain
23) to give money for a purchase
25) the last part of something
27) 24 hours
29) third month of the year
31) being charged for government services
32) large, heavy, antlered animal
34) to keep away from someone or 

something
36) feline house pet
37) small rug
38) to regret; feel sorry about something
39) hot or iced beverage
45) not loud; noiseless; peaceful and calm
47) to give assistance or help

48) liberated; not enslaved
50) to cook in hot fat
51) approaches or comes close
53) large keyboard instrument
54) fuel for a car
56) opposite of “wet”
57) not good; not fit to eat
58) something that is counterfeit; fancy 

pillow cover
61) an action word in grammar
63) period of history
65) mouth part that holds teeth
67) opposite of “peace”
69) seventh note on the music scale
70) fourth note on the music scale
71) second note on the music scale
72) objective case of “I”

Clues Across:
1) sixty minutes
4) book of maps
8) fancy hired car (abbreviated)
12) to possess or have something
14) barrier built to hold back water on a 

river
16) number you get when you add
17) Physical Education (abbreviated)
18) to take someone to court
20) part of the verb “to have”
22) company that makes appliances
23) coloured part of a plant
24) furniture used for eating or work
26) to be uncertain or not sure
28) adolescents
30) affirmative answer
31) small, round, knitted hat
33) went first to show the way
35) air conditioning (abbreviated)
37) chief elected officer of a city
39) Television (abbreviated)
40) uncooked
41) put polish on furniture or a car
42) opposite of “in”
43) large body of water
44) count (abbreviated)
46) to annoy playfully; to mock someone
49) advertisement (abbreviated)
50) a good time; something that gives 

enjoyment
52) opposite of “live”
53) organization (abbreviated)
55) shed tears; sobbed
57) time out for a rest from work
59) months and months
60) monies earned from working
62) opposite of “she”
64) to attempt
66) another term for “father”
67) plural of “I”
68) what is found in a museum
70) thick outer coat of some animals
72) to scratch or damage a surface
73) what the postman delivers
74) fun activities with rules
75) plant used in cooking to season food

Clues Down:
1) to wish for or expect something
2) to be in debt
3) United Nations (abbreviated)
5) touchdown (abbreviated)
6) scientist’s workplace
7) times of day opposite P.M.
9) part of the verb “to be”
10) coffee cup
11) sign or warning about a future event
13) turns off the sound on a TV
15) piece of paper on a product

  Circled letters form the word:  ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

1

12

17

29

35

40

44

58

62

68

73

2

26

36

55

63

3

23

30

50

59

69

18

45

64

13

41

51

4

19

37

46

56

74

5

14

31

52

70

7

24

32

42

60

71

6

27

47

65

20

28

38

57

66

15

33

53

8

21

48

75

9

16

25

43

54

72

10

22

39

49

67

11

34

61
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How well did 
you read? 
1) Name the town where 

sandwich chef Ethan Rodgers 
lives:

__________________________

2) What kind of word is used to 
modify a noun?

___________________________

3) In what year did Salman Khan 
start his “Khan Academy” 
website?

_________________________

4) A person who falls into cold 
water has this much time 
to get his or her breathing 
under control:

_________________________

5) If your boat capsizes on the 
water, should you try to swim 
for the shore?

_________________________

6) In what city was Robert Louis 
Stevenson born?

_________________________

Page 2: Medical health Idioms — A) 2; B) 3; C) 4; D) 1.

Page 4: World Red Cross and Red Crescent Day — 1) soldiers; 2) businessman; 3) medical;  
4) Europe; 5) treaties; 6) network; 7) volunteer; 8) peace.

Page 5: True or False Quiz — 1) True; 2) True; 3) False; 4) True; 5) True; 6) False.

Page 7: Rescue Equipment Match-Up — 1) F; 2) J; 3) A; 4) D; 5) B; 6) C; 7) I; 8) H; 9) G; 10) E.

Page 8: Anagrams — 1) rat; 2) tale [“teal” is also correct]; 3) God; 4) post; 5) pool; 6) stars; 7) wolf; 8) plum; 9) pea; 10) chin.

Page 8: What colour is that — Secret word: CHERRY

Page 8: Words beginning with “M” — 1) Mr.; 2) Mug; 3) Male; 4) Music; 5) Mexico; 6) Mermaid; 7) Manitoba; 8) Moustache; 9) Manicurist;  
10) Mississippi.

Page 8: Build a word — INDIGO: in, inn, inning; id; ion; no; non; noon; nod; nodding; nog; noggin; did; dig; digging; din; ding; dingo; don; dog; 
doing; go; goo; goon; God; good; going; gin; gig; on; odd.

Page 9: Crossword — Circled letters form the word: WEATHER

Page 10: Think about it — 1) “Nine bean-rows”; 2) “Veils of the morning”

Page 10: How well did you read? —1) 1922; 2) Nicotine; 3) An emergency plan; 4) Two (2); 5) “The press”; 6) Freedom of expression.

Page 12: Springtime word find — lilac, la, clouds, cloud, lo, loud, shower, show, how, ow, robin, rob, bin, in, nest, tulip, lip, plants, plant, plan, ants, 
an, spring, ring, in, gardens, garden, dens, den, shovel, shove, hovel.

Answers for 
May 2020 

Summer Sun

Vocabulary
showers – sprays out; emits

blinds – window coverings; shutters

parlour – living room; sitting room

chink – a narrow opening, such as the 
space between shutters, or a gap in 
between boards or bricks in a wall.

clad – wearing; as clothing

maketh – old way of saying "makes"

laddered – something containing a 
ladder or having a ladder leading to it

sheds – spills; pours out of 

inmost – closest; most hidden

nook – sheltered or secluded small space

footing true – surefooted; not liable to 
stumble or fall; in a coordinated way

Think About It
1) In the first stanza, what two words does 

the author use to describe the sky?

2) In the last line of the third stanza, what 
verb	describes	 the	 sun's	 rays	peeking	
between holes in the roof?

3) In the last stanza, what does the poet 
call the Sun, describing its role in 
providing the food people eat?

Robert Louis Balfour Stevenson was 
born in November 13, 1850 in Edinburgh, 
Scotland. He was a famous novelist, poet 
and travel writer. He is remembered best 
for his adventure novels Treasure Island 
and Kidnapped; The Strange case of Dr. 
Jekyll and Mr. Hyde. Stephenson died on 
December 2, 1893, in his adopted home in 
Upolu, one of the Samoan islands in the 
Pacific Ocean.

Great is the sun, and wide he goes
Through empty heaven with repose;
And in the blue and glowing days
More thick than rain he showers his rays.

Though closer still the blinds we pull
To keep the shady parlour cool,
Yet he will find a chink or two
To slip his golden fingers through.

The dusty attic spider-clad
He, through the keyhole, maketh glad;
And through the broken edge of tiles
Into the laddered hay-loft smiles.

Meantime his golden face around
He bares to all the garden ground,
And sheds a warm and glittering look
Among the ivy’s inmost nook.

Above the hills, along the blue,
Round the bright air with footing true,
To please the child, to paint the rose,
The gardener of the World, he goes.

 — Robert Louis Stevenson
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What do you say?

Bonus Summer Crossword

A-B, air, aisle, ajar, ale, and, any, apple, April, area, army, beret, C.D., care, cash, cloud, 
deep, diced, doe, donut, dryer, Euros, foe, happy, hat, heart, his, home, hoof, jet, loaf, 
maple, nations, nee, not, oil, only, P.T.O., pail, panic, pansy, party, pelican, phone, pl., 
pool, pro, ray, realm, rm. roar, roses, S.S., salty, Scot, so, sofa, sp., spare, stem, stole; 
stop, T.L.C., tall, tan, tap, tarp, tear, tee, tenor, tense, tent, thaw, three, title, treat, trio, 
try, used, viola, visor, we.

Choose from these words for your answer:

(Advanced students: Cut out this box to make the puzzle more challenging)!

13) a small, round, simple hat
16) like the taste of sea water
17) with nothing else; just; merely
19) drop of liquid from the eye
22) heavy waterproof covering
24) beer or lager
26) countries; societies
27) faucet
29) Type of tree that provides sap for 

making syrup
31) feeling of terror or extreme fright
33) small peg that holds up a golf ball
34) covering for the head
36) fourth month of the year
37) bucket
38) abbreviation meaning the opposite of 

“amateur”
40) tender loving care (abbreviated)
41) a unit of bread; the shape of bread as it 

comes out of the oven
42) money used in most parts of Europe
43) to put an end to something; to halt
44) corridor or lane found in a grocery 

store or a theatre
45) sweet pastry with a hole through the 

middle
47) the opposite of “shallow”
49) stringed musical instrument
50) beautiful flowers with thorns on their 

stems
53) foot of a horse, goat, or cow
55) temporary camping shelter
58) Parent-Teacher Organization 

(abbreviated)
60) female deer
62) abbreviation for “shortstop” (a position 

in the sport of baseball)
64) room (abbreviated)

Clues Across:
1) money in the form of bills and coins
5) to melt
9) chopped up into cubes
11) telephone (in brief)
12) first two letters of the alphabet
14) to make a loud, deep noise
15) large group of soldiers
16) adverb meaning “very”
18) type of plane
20) to attempt to do something
21) referring to the name you were born 

with
22) a shade of light brown
23) dimensions of a flat surface; part of a 

place
25) in grammar, the past, present or future
27) opposite of short
28) Kingdom; all the lands ruled by a king 

or queen
30) beam of sunlight
31) festive gathering to celebrate
32) “Trick or _____”
34) contented, joyful, pleased
35) bird with a large beak that lives near the 

ocean
36) popular fruit that is crisp and round
39) name of a book or a song
43) extra something to use when needed
44) common connective word
46) white mass of water vapour that floats 

in the sky
48) group of three
49) eye shade that is found in front of a 

baseball cap
51) to be concerned about someone or 

something; to give concern or attention
52) cooking liquid
53) opposite of “hers”
54) negative word
56) enemy or rival
57) plural (abbreviated)
58) an area built for swimming
59) second hand, previously owned (such as 

a car, for example)
61) spelling (abbreviated)
62) took something belonging to somebody 

else; robbed
63) male singing voice
65) living room furniture; Chesterfield or 

divan
66) long part of a plant or flower

Clues Down:
1) compact disc (abbreviated)
2) what tires are inflated with
3) a native of Scotland
4) major organ of the body
5) amount in a trio
6) place where you live
7) one or more; every
8) plural of “I”
10) laundry appliance
11) a small, delicate flower
12) slightly open (as a door, for example)

  Circled letters form the word:  ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___ ___

We included an extra crossword this month to provide 
you with another activity to do during the summer:
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Words with multiple meanings: dress

The word "dress" was adapted from the French word dresser 
that was introduced into the English language after the 
Norman conquest in the year 1066. It can be used as a noun 

and a verb, and has several different meanings:

The noun "dress”

1) A one-piece garment, usually worn by a woman or girl, that 
covers the body and extends down over the legs.:

 "That dress looks amazing on you."

 "When Jane got married, she wore her	grandmother's	wedding	
dress at the ceremony."

2) The noun "dress" can also describe any clothing of a specified 
kind or type:

 "The dancers wore traditional African dress to add realism to 
their performance."

 "At some fancy parties formal dress is required."

The verb "dress"

1) To put on clothes:

 “I got dressed after I showered and made my bed.”

 “My three-year-old brother is too young to dress himself.”

2) To wear clothes in a particular way:

 “She is very fashion-conscious, and she dresses very well.”

 "Bill never seems to dress appropriately for the weather."

3) To put clothes on somebody (or something) else:

 “My sister dressed our dog as a pirate.”

 "It took me almost an hour to dress my young son, because he 
kept running away from me." 

4) To decorate something in an artistic way:

 “The arch over the door was dressed with flowers.”

5) To clean, treat, or bandage a wound:

 “The ambulance technician dressed the wounds of the accident 
victim and transported her to the hospital.”

6) To add condiments to food:

 “The salad was dressed with vinegar and olive oil.”

	 "When	I'm	eating	hot	dogs,	I	like	them	all	dressed."

Have a great summer, and please be safe!


